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We have been visiting Snowbird Lodge for over 20 years. Whenever the stresses of life become too much, we book time at Snowbird to relax, let go and relax. We stay at Chestnut House and always ask for 'Silverbell' because of the wonderful view from the porch. Robert is the owner of the highest
quality, his staff are friendly and helpful, the facilities are endless and the food is amazing. I could go on and on and on! Check out their website, call April at the front desk and book some time for yourself in this historic treasure hidden in the Nantahala National Forest! $$$4633 Santeetlah RdRobbinsville,
NC 287714Kelly C. said: I'm so glad we found this place on the way back from the winery!!! We were looking for a place to eat and there is nothing available around this area. We were afraid that we wouldn't get to eat for another hour and then Farm House... Read morein American (traditional) Yelp users
have not asked any questions yet about Snowbird Mountain Lodge.Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to change or delete their reviews. Find out more.4 Other reviews that are not currently recommended Our fourth visit to SML a/k/a TranquilityLand has been a combination of
experiencing SML traditional excellence, coupled with how we all cope with the new normal health and safety protocols. Robert, Mandy and the team were, as always, the embodiment of... Ready?... gracious hospitality wrapped... in an old-fashioned friendliness, surrounded by an atmosphere of complete
relaxation, shrouded in unforgettable dining interludes. Yes, it's quite a sip (or a full offer if you like) and all 100% earned and deserved. This visit we chose Wolfe Cottage 1, which was spacious, loaded with amenities, excellent air conditioning (August in the usual warm), the much-mentioned rocking
chair porch with millions of dollars views, super-quiet volume-not-sound. And can SML forever keep no phone, no TV policy. Out of the light, stay there! Three dinners this time... and all fragrance-full, creatively prepared and presented signature service SML mantra yes ... Now that's your question.
Snacks/snacks included strip steak, short ribs, swordfish, chicken, crab cake, orzo alfredo, fresh vegetables around and desserts to satisfy sweet sweet tooth (editorial freedom). There is one item that requires its own sentence or two. Happy pig. Would order pounds of it, if any. Pulled (softly) pork on the
roof of a juicy pork belly strip, sided with the SML-exclusive slaw. I've already started begging exec chef Chris to make it available when we get back to November.More this is a Select Registry lodge in West NC, about 2 hours west of Asheville. Tariffs - which Budget, from our point of view - include a full
breakfast, lunch (in a backpack) and a dinner with several dishes. It really was perfect for us as we are very concerned about the concern The covid. They have maybe 20 max rooms scattered across 3 buildings and the meal time is stunned. Employees wear masks and take it seriously. One of the most
valuable things they do is allow for cancellation. Money is not lost; The deposit is held as a loan for a future visit. We wouldn't be here if it wasn't there. The hotel is anchored by a 1940s lodge with a large rocking chair porch, a large library, plenty of hiking trails and outdoor living rooms, tennis courts, a
terraced garden, and an indoor area with a gas fire in the middle, surrounded by sofas that could probably place everyone on the property. The lobby has 24-hour coffee and tea. We were disappointed, however, that the afternoon cookies/tea/wine service was terminated. But best of all, most of it has
incredible mountain views. Incredibly, I mean the view of the whole mountain range. (The hotel is adjacent to the forests of Natahala and Joyce Kilmer... So there is no development to junk up view). Half of the rooms in the cottage have mountain views. They have a lot of wooden panels with a number of
modern touches, so it doesn't seem outdated. The fridges are available in the room. Bathrooms have been upgraded to a modern walk in the shower. There is decent lighting, thank you! The beds are of good quality, though a little on the hard side. It's an old hotel so you'll hear the creaking floors. I wish
the hotel provided in the safes. Another wish - much harder to accommodate - is that the rooms in the cabin are not individually controlled by the climate. During our stay, especially in the evenings, the room was over air conditioning. We're coming back this fall, and I'm worried about what I'm going to
freeze. The food is well prepared. This is not your cracker barrel cooking style. (Don't beat them, but there's a difference between that and gourmet cuisine). Dinners provide soup and then a selection of snacks or salad of the day. The main course has maybe 5-7 entrees, then a choice of sides (I think
pick 2, maybe 8). The dessert menu had maybe 5 courses. This is not the place for you if you are looking for, say, fried chicken sandwiches or burgers and french fries. Some dishes were delicious - coconut (surprisingly crunchy and light), short ribs, homemade pemento cheese sandwiches for lunch, al
soups, baked apple crispy. We are sorry that there were still a few options for lunch and dessert menus as we stayed most of the week. Maybe something fun like a dessert option, for example, maybe a fun swim or maybe a citrus-based pie. Overall, pairings and flavorings very much hit the mark and
nothing was overdone with sauces or too much fuss. Guests are dressed for dinner (as in long pants or casual dresses) instead of hiking clothes. This is not the place to go if you need a spa or a big hotel feel. It is a place for book lovers, nature lovers, outdoor people (canoes on a nearby lake, fishing,
hiking, scenic drives, etc.). We also that most of the guests traveled solo, although most of them were couples. The site is very useful, and although the photos do not capture the beauty of the view, you get a good idea of everything else. The only wish here is that there is a note about the rates that 18%
of the tip will be added to the bill. We don't mind paying it, but would really prefer to know what's up front when booking. Maybe it was obvious and we just missed it. Overall a wonderful stay and we will be back.... Date: July 2020Room Tip: Rooms overlooking the mountains great.1 Useful voteHelpful
Guests will experience the perfect place for an unforgettable meal in a relaxed atmosphere. Our culinary team works closely with local farms and growers to create a seasonal menu with really good food. Three free meals are included with your accommodation, including a full hot breakfast, a packed
picnic lunch for your day's adventures, and dinner. The Fireside Bar serves an incredible selection of wines, spirits and handmade beers from around the world. More on culinary delights It's pretty much the only option to house a large group in Little Cottonwood Canyon. I was thrilled to find that with the
mountain collective passage, there was plenty to be. So I booked a two-level room at the House - the pictures looked gorgeous. Why they named one Hotel Lodge and another Cliff Lodge, I wondered for years. My five buddies and I all arrived on Thursday night. As soon as we got together, we learned
that the mountain pass was closed for the night. This meant we could not get to our hotel under any circumstances. One of my buddies called the hotel, spoke to the manager and was told we could stay in one of the cheapest places in town and would take care. Cool, we thought. It would make the best of
a bad situation. We made a reservation overworked our transfer for the morning and continued to a cheap hotel in the city centre. Many others seemed to be doing the same. The next morning (er, afternoon), we finally get to the Lodge in Snowbird. In front of us a guest we didn't know repeated exactly the
same guarantee that my friend was told. The man behind the desk replied that he had worked there for some years and he had never heard of it. Instead of providing information to the manager, he kind of chased away the guest. We checked in and said the same thing, we were shooed away in the same
way (and proceeded to get at least two hours of skiing, so we were somewhat peaceful). Our stay was pretty good. The room had a wonderful view. The lack of breakfast wasn't great, but the restaurant at the base of the cabin is very possibly the best in all the Snowbird behind Aerie, so it balances. The
pool is not very compared to Cliff Lodge, suffering from both children running around and The locals are piggybacking their way in. Anyway, the case ended, we asked for one last time for some type of refund, and didn't get one. When filing a claim for my credit card insurance benefit, I had to prepare a
repeal policy that specifically stated that the pass closure was not covered (yes, even insurance people were in disbelief that it was not somehow covered). I searched high and low, even on cached pages, and couldn't find it. I called the hotel and realized, hey, maybe it's not politics after all, but I was told:
Oh yes, it's definitely our policy, what good email address to send it? Then waited three days, then rang, and, well, you get the picture. I have never received a formal refund policy for road closures. When you're talking about a hotel room in New York or another high-traffic area, of course you can use the
excuse that an already rented room represents an opportunity to cost that a traveler who can't get to their destination will have to eat. But a room in a condo hotel that is served by one, snaking a two-lane road? Does it close indiscriminately? They would still make money after paying our hotel rooms for
$80/night. The fact of the matter is that we were misled by the manager of this hotel who added stale tension to what turned out to be a very busy weekend. Stay date: January 2019Trip type: Traveled with friends1 Useful voiceHerpful voteHerpful
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